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Surya-Budha-Guru Yoga: Sun, Mercury and Jupiter are conjunct in
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of scriptures, a writer, a sculptor, wealthy, valorous, suffering from Gandhi
eye disease.
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Karmajiva Yoga: Mercury rules the 10th Feed back
house from Lagna. The profession
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Karmajiva Yoga: Jupiter conjuncts the lord of the 10th lord from
Lagna. The profession is connected Jupiter, like involvement with Free downloads
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Satkalatra Yoga: The lord of the 7th is conjunct with Jupiter. Gets
noble and virtuous children. Note: It should have been most
suitable if 5h lord is used. 7th lord with Jupiter gives a handsome,
noble and learned husband.
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Matru Sneha Yoga :The Lagna and 4th house have the same ruler.
There will be very good relationship between the person and
his/her mother. Note: This yoga makes the person to be with her
mother.
Dhana Yoga: There is a relationship between the Lagna lord 9th
lord on the other hand. The person will be wealthy. Note: It is not
the question of wealth or money. The life of the native will be
trouble free i.e. she gets guidance whenever she requires. She is
religious.
Vahana Yoga: The Lagna lord is placed in the11th house. The
person will come to own vehicles and other material comforts.
Note: The life is a success story.
Raja Yogas: Mutual relationships exist between the Lagna lord on
the one side and the lord 7th, 9th and 10th on the other; between
the lord of the 4th house on the one side and 9th on the other;
between the lord of the 7th house on the one side and that of the
9th on the other; between the lord of the ninth house on the one
side and the lord of the 10th house on the other. Raja yogas
elevate the status of the individual in terms of success,
recognition and status.
Neecha bhanga Raja Yoga: The lord of or the planet that would be
exalted in a sign holding a debilitated planet is in a Kendra from
Moon or Lagna. The person will become a ruler or equal to a ruler
of high rank. Note: This raja yoga is not as strong as other Raja
yogas.
Maha-Parivartana Yoga; The Lagna lord exchanges houses 11th
lord. This combination promises wealth, status and physical
enjoyments. Note: Also see Dainya Parivartana Yoga.
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Gaja-Kesari Yoga: Jupiter in a Kendra from Moon. The person is
illustrious, overpowering, virtuous, wealthy, intelligent, scholarly,
of royal bearing and enjoys lasting fame. Note: This is a very
common yoga which brings respect, vehicles and happiness.
Arishta-Bhanga Yoga: Strong Mercury, Jupiter or Venus located in
any Kendra. Result : This combination cancels or neutralises
Balarishta Yoga (infentile mortality) which threatens death to the
newborn child.
Kemadruma Yoga: Absence of any planet, except Sun, in the 2nd
and 12th house from Moon. The person is bereft of health, wealth,
learning, wisdom, spouse, progeny and mental peace. The person
suffers misery, failures, physical illness and humiliation. This is
said to reduce a prince to a pauper. Note: This yoga is cancelled
due to Arishta-Bhanga Yoga.

Dainya Parivartana Yoga: The 6th house lord exchanges houses
with the Lagna lord. This combination leads to a wicked nature,
persistent trouble from opponents, and ill health. This s also
called daridra yoga which gives poverty and diseases. Note: This
is the case of lagna lord exchanging with 11th lord also, maha
privartana yoga. So, this yoga is cancelled.
Vakchalana Yoga: Malefic planet owns the 2nd house and joins a
cruel Navamsha and the 2nd house is without a benefic planet or
benefic aspect.2nd lord sani a malefic is in simha navamsha and
there are no benefic aspects on the house. The person will have a
speech defect like stammering.
In other words, every chart has many good and many bad yogas.
The results described are indicative and should not be taken in the
literal sense. Reasonable conclusion can achieved by the analysis
of individual bhavas. Now let us examine each bhava:Characteristics, inclinations and general out look of life: The lagna
sub lord sani is in the 11th house whereas 11th sub lord sukra is in
the lagna which assures success and contentment in life. Though
there are bound to be problems like in other charts, the overall life
of the native is successful one. The development in life can be
slow and also the longevity will be good. The native will have all
richness and comforts of life. She is also good to look at though
bit slim due to sani's influence. The health is good. She has
preserving mentality (being alone, not sharing) as well as
expanding (spending, helping others, sharing life with others). She
has a mind of ground reality as well as inclination towards arts.
The position of sani in the 11th shows that, the purpose of her life
is to make herself rich and successful.
In lagna we have sukra the 11th and 6th lord. The lagna lord guru
is in the 11th along with sani, ravi and budha. As we saw under the
yogas, this is forming many yogas like raja yogas. Since sukra is
the 6th lord and also there is direct aspect of chandra the 8th lord
on this combination, the effects of so much praised yogas are
restricted. The native is born to make profits. Though it is a
successful life, there are no such glittering grand success. The
effects of the yogas described above becomes less. At the same
time the malefic chandra becomes becomes tamed due to the
aspects of these good planets. The native is having good health
and also delicate health. The chart is of a congenital diabetic
patient. However, this situation will be under perfect check. As in
the case of sub lord, in this case also we find the exchange of
lords of lagna and the 11th/6th. This shows a rich life, successful
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life, the life of a person who enjoys the luxurious things of life. At
the same time, there are diseases, loans and some friction as
sukra is the 6th lord. Trimshamsha chart is used to study the
character of the native. Due to changing times the description we
get in the classical works do not tally with present day
circumstances in this regard.
Finance, family life and mentality: Budha is the 2nd sub lord in the
11th.This shows multiple income which always turns out to be
properties or wealth. In other others the monthly income is from
multiple sources and also she will be able to save aside and make
properties. The native has good mental caliber to learn many
things in life. 4th and 12th sub lord ketu is in the 2nd house. This
shows that she has income from her properties and investments
also. She has got friendly nature and can be happy with many
number of people in the family. Given suitable opportunities or
environment budha as the 2nd lord may give a divorce or
separation and may cause another marriage, if proper care is not
taken. She has got ability to learn many things at the same time.
Budha also happens to be star lord over the 3rd, 5th,9th and 11th
houses. This shows good relationship with her brothers/sisters,
children, devotion to God and a successful life.
In the 2nd house, we have ketu which causes a worrying tendency
to the native. It also causes confusion, particularly in the
examinations at the last minute. Ketu in 2nd also has a tendency to
damage personal life, is proper care is not taken. The 2nd lord sani
is in the favourable 11th house which shows that the native has
sufficient income to make properties. This gives the native
concentration as opposed to by ketu. As such, the native has
excellent concentration, memory power at a certain stage of life
and also total loss of these at some other stage. Ketu also aspects
the lord of the house (please see rasi chart) and due tot his there is
confusion more. The financial condition is at times good and at
times not up to the mark. The native has a tendency to get worried
for no reason at all.
Generally, Hora chart is consulted for ascertaining the wealth of
the native. But this chart is restrictive as all the planets are put
either in chandra or ravi hora. Rasi/bhava chakra is we have
already considered is better than this due to spread of the planets!
Due to this Hora chart is not being examined here.
Courage, relationship with brothers,
sisters and friends: The 3rd sub lord is
sukra, a benefic in the lagna itself.
Sukra is also the 11th sub lord. This
assures excellent relationship with her
co-borns, particularly sisters. The
possibility of brothers are not seen
here. The sisters is also equally good,
may look alike or have many common characterizes which make
them love and respect each other. The sisters are not separated at
all. They may live close together i.e. some thing like 500 kms away
from each other. The 3rd house is ruled by sani which shows
limited number of brothers/sisters. Since sani is a neutral planet,
birth of sister is shown here. Mars could have contributed a
younger brother also due to his aspect on the 3rd house. The
aspect of kuja on the 3rd is excellent as he is the karaka for
brotherly happiness. Guru the lagna and 4th lord aspects the 3rd
house. This means, the native will influence the younger sisters
very much and also she will give away her properties or vehicles
or ornaments gladly for the benefit of younger sister. The lord
sani is aspected by ketu in from the 2nd house. The native will
dump her worries, tensions on her younger sister and seek her
guidance. Also she will at times take some amount from her
younger sister to tide over some financial strains. The native can
not be said to a very courageous person. She does not want to
take risk in the name of courage. She is patient and adamant when
it comes to her view points. She is not afraid also.
In the drekkana chart, the lagna lord kuja is in the 9th, ravi
occupies the 3rd house while sukra and chandra are in the lagna.
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This implies that the native looses her temper with her sister
suddenly. The relationship with the sister is always good due to
influence of benefics sukra, chandra, guru and budha, the 3rd lord.
The native will seek help in bring up her child and also whenever
the love and affection among them is weakened, the child will
bring them together.
Education, happiness, ornaments and
properties: The 4th sub lord, ketu is in
the 2nd house. This implies the the
primary education was good compared
to higher education. Ketu as the 4th
sub lord does not damage education,
but gives education in the field of
insects, microbiology, microchips etc.,
which are ultra modern and minute subjects. It can also mean
study of an ancient and dead language or an encrypted or artificial
language . Ketu also happens to be the star lord over 11th cusp.
This shows that the education was so-so only. She could be good
at times, particularly in primary education while in higher
education levels she could not perform well due to diversified
intelligence. The native is not fully happy in life as she has a
tendency to get worried for small reasons, for her fellow family
members or small fluctuations in financial matters. Properties
bring monthly income and also some losses, repairs or some mild
worries. She will fancy modern jewels, jade work or antiques.
The 4th house ruled by guru shows that
the native has good intentions of
helping others and thereby derives great
satisfaction. She could be a student of
engineering as kuja specs the 4th
house, computers as rahu aspects the
house, book keeping, library or
humanities as guru and budha are
together. It should be noted here that 4th lord in the 11th is good
for income from properties, for permanent relationship, for
purchase of properties but for education it is not suitable.
Chandra's aspect on the lord shows that there was some un even
progress in education. Budha is well posited. In other words,
education though is good, is not up to the standard. Chaturtamsha
chart has guru as lagna lord in the 8th whereas sukra exalted is in
the lagna. The 4th house has sani. This shows that the education
of the native is not up to the mark due to her team spirit, combined
studies and extra curricular activities. She is good at finance an
fine arts. Guru being in the 8th and sani in the 4th do not promise
good education. Budha is also posited in the 8th from 4th in
chaturtamsha chart. This shows that vehicles, ornaments etc., do
not flourish well with her. Chaturvimshamsha chart is considered
for specialisation of subjects. In this chart, the lagna lord is in the
lagna in own sign while ravi the 4th lord is in the 11th. Generally,
this chart is considered to ascertain higher education. Otherwise,
it indicates her specialties in education. In this chart we find more
influence of fine arts, finance and also administration.
Hobbies, relationship with children and
devotion to God: 5th lord ravi in the 11th
has got his debilitation cancelled due to
guru, in kendra from chandra. From 11th
he is aspecting his own house. This
guarantees child birth. The presence of
chandra in the 5th as a natural benefic is
a good sign. It bestows birth of a child.
There are influence of both male and female planets like chandra
and ravi, and as such the gender of the children can not be said in
this case. Delay in child birth is seen due to the aspect of sani.
The progeny and the process of having a child is not an easy one
as chandra is the 8th lord. His presence in the 5th causes
premature births, habitual abortions, loss of blood. The 5th lord
kuja is in another good house the 9th, giving rise a rajayoga. As
such, the birth of a child is guaranteed but with delay and some
health problems. Rahu in the 8th implies that she will not be able
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to play with her grand children. Similarly, she is separated from
her grand parents and she lacks happiness of association from
them. Shanti for chandra, rahu, sani will help the native a lot. At
the time of marriage or right after marriage or during marriage,
these shanti kriyas MUST be conducted. Saptamsha chart is
considered for a detailed view regarding progeny. In this chart,
the lagna lord is strongly placed in the 7th house and sukra is in
the lagna. Budha is the 5th as well as 8th lord and is in the 10th
powerful kendra. Kuja and guru aspect the house. This means the
native will be blessed with a child after considerable delay. Guru's
aspect on the house cures many of the pitfalls in the chart! The
possibility of health problems are seen and shanti becomes more
important here. As per this chart, the native will have her own
grand children an will have happiness from them as represented
by guru. So, rahu in the 8th in the bhava chart shows, she will not
be able to enjoy (play) with them due to some health problems
related to cold infections.
Service problems, diseases, loans and
litigations: 6th sub lord budha is well
posited in the 11th house, which is 6-8
from the 6th house. This sort of
vipareeta raja yoga limits the effects
diseases, loans etc., Also, the native will
fully know how best she can use such
resources - service, loans or some
friction to her advantage! Even from the diseases she stands to
gain. A person was looking very skinny and right after typhoid, he
became very healthy and fat for rest of his life! Another girl having
same combination underwent bypass surgery in old times and
after that her hair started growing beautifully. She enjoyed this
luxury till end of her life. Doctors were not able to explain why a
bypass should give such an effect! The native is prone to the
diseases of middle stomach and face. As a matter of fact, budha
gives multiple diseases that do not effect general health like
cough, cold, minor stomach upsets and skin irritations.
6th lord being sukra at the mid point in
lagna shows that the native has
somewhat delicate health. She suffers
health problems related to imbalances
of body salts. This is a typical chart of
diabetic patients. As sukra is also the
11th lord, the diseases are under perfect
check. So, these problems need not
cause any worries. She always has one or the other problems or
misunderstandings with other employees. However, these are of
minor nature. The enmity is due to jealousy with an identical or
equally competent female employee. The native is always assured
with good amount of loans for developmental purposes
particularly for purchase of ornaments, vehicles and properties.
As guru is the lagna lord who does not have any relationship with
6th lord, the native does not / need not approach court of law for
whatever the reason. On the contrary she acts as a judge to solve
disputes of her friends and relatives! Shastamsha chart is
considered for locating problems related to service matters. In
this chart the lagna lord is in the 12th and exchanges places with
the lagna lord. 6th lord guru is in the 11th. As such, the native
does not have much of service problems. Dwadasamsha chart is
consulted with reference to relationship with parents. However, it
wonderfully shows the details of the diseases. Budha is the 6th
lord in the 10th. The native has moderate diseases related to
stomach, feet, lungs (chest - not heart proper) and joint in legs and
arms. There is a possibility of skin problems afflicting the legs
and/ or chest region. Whatever the diseases be, they are for a
short period and are also totally curable.
Marriage, married happiness and relationship with business
partners: This aspect of life has already been taken up for detailed
analysis earlier. The chart was analysed as per Parashari and
Upanakshatradhipati systems with vimshottari dasas and transit.
It is prudent to have a look at the Jaimini system here. Arudha of
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12th is called upapada. In this chart upapada is in vrishabha. The
arudha of 7th lord is kumbha. Darakaraka is guru, the planet
having least longitude and not chandra as calculated by the
system. The 2nd and 7th houses form upapada are unoccupied.
The 2nd house from upapada is aspected by sukra and sani. This
implies that the native gets a handsome but slightly tan coloured
than the native. He will be bit aged (or looks more than his age).
Ketu, chandra and rahu aspect (Jaimini aspecting method is
different) the 7th from upapada. This gives a business man (or
foreigner as mentioned by Jaimini) as the husband. Ketu and rahu
show the influence of the foreign culture on the husband.
Darapada is kumbha and the 7th from darapada is occupied by
kuja. This shows that there will be some problems of minor kind in
the household. These are caused by sudden short tempered
nature of both the parties and there is no retaliatory attitude at all.
Again, the 2nd from darapada is occupied by sukra and sani
whose results are described earlier. Chandra being darakaraka
improves the matter of marriage. The 2nd from darakaraka is
occupied by benefic chanra. According to Jaimini chandra in such
a condition, gives marriage to a foreigner. But it is found that the
marriage would be with a businessman who travels more like
import and export business.

Longevity, problems in life, dire poverty, dreadful diseases: 8th
lord Chandra a benefic in the kona position while the 3rd lord
happens to be the significator of longevity. Sani is powerfully
posited in the 11th house. These factors indicate a good amount
of longevity. Rahu in the 8th causes quick end to life, without
suffering or bed ridden conditions. As the 3rd lord is very strong,
the presence of rahu in the 8th, under any circumstances will not
restrict the life of the native. Further, Chandra as the 8th lord
shortens the longevity provided by sani but it promises a peaceful
end of life. The native has the longevity from 79y 11m to
98y 11m. That means sani dasa can be experienced in full. As
budha is the 10th lord, the native will not be able to experienced in
full. In all possibility, she can even complete sani dasa i.e. 98
years of life. There are no severe problems in life nor incurable
diseases. However, the presence of 8th lord chandra in the 5th is
not good for the children of the native. Also, she should not invest
as the investments do not flourish in her name. There are no
severe problems, poverty etc., The lord of 22nd drekshana is kuja
and so the end of life will come after a heart operation in old and
not from any accidents or natural calamities. It is impressed here
that rahu in the 8th need not have be given undue importance at
the time of matching of charts. 8th sub lord being budha in the
11th shows that the investments in her name will not flourish. This
is not a business person's chart. Budha causes multiple situations
when the native would think that her life has ended. This should
be read with the presence of rahu in the 8th. This either means that
due to accidents, injuries situation may arise, particularly in rahu
dasa(45y11m to63y11m of her age) that the native will give up her
aspirations to live. A strong lagna lord and presence of sukra, a
benefic in lagna assure that there will not be any handicaptments
either.
Religion, relationship with father and luck in life: The 9th lord
being ravi in a status of cancellation of
his debility is with guru the lagna lord,
budha and sani. In the 9th house we
have kuja a malefic. The father of the
native is arrogant, very strict and also a
religious person. The lagna lord and the
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9th lord are not in adverse position. The father of the native will
live with the native. The relationship with father and the native is
good. The father will bestow good wealth to the native. The
relationship with mother is even more good. As the 4th sub lord is
in the 2nd house, the native will be worried about her mother,
motherland or properties. There are several raja yogas in this
chart. These give a good life to the native, but these have limited
effect due to the aspect of chandra the 8th lord. As seen from the
dwadasamsha chart, guru in the 8th implies that the native is not
totally happy in the environments of her birth.
Profession, dignity and means of
livelihood: Sukra at the mid point of the
lagna bhava being 6th lord and guru being
the lagna lord give the native a profession
related to humanities, fine arts, finance
and banking. The 10th lord as well as the
sub lord being budha in the 11th gives a
job related to libraries, information
technology, agriculture (growing seasonal crops), journalism. As
budha is with ravi, guru and sani, there are various other
possibilities like a government administrator, HRD of a company
or a faculty in a university. Karmajiva yoga mentioned earlier are
the resultants of the various combinations ruling 10th house.
Budha as the 10th lord makes the native to shift the job and it is
not too frequent. Yet, she can not expect for so called job
settlement (serving in a single company) as the UK people want it.
Also, it makes the native good administrator and a person who can
do multiple tasks at the same time. Ketu's aspect on the 10th
house also gives professional dissatisfaction to some extent.
In the dasamsha chart we have lagna lord guru in the 8th while 8th
lord sukra is exalted in lagna, though chandra is in the 4th kendra.
This combination is able to give employment in Court of Law and
also as an arbitrator or expert in Insurance matters. As the
dasamsha chart is not quite strong, it is better to analyse the 6th
house. The 6th lord is also 11th lord and his presence in lagna
shows that the profession of the native is related to finance or fine
arts. Most of her life is spent in service cadre i.e. due to seniority
only, she can rise in the profession.
Profits, Success and contentment: Sukra being the significator of
wealth as well as lagna and sub lord, refined manners, beauty,
artistic nature and talents in literary field, in the lagna he bestows
the native will all these things. This means the native will get all
the wealth she desires in her life, rather we should say she got in
life, as sukra dasa was experience during early part of life, i.e. from
her age of From 2y11m to 22y11m. Since the dasa is already over,
it does not hold much promise to do any business. The presence
of four planets – sani, guru, ravi and budha in the 11th always
cause graha uddha; it is not so easy to make profits in the
business. Sani causes much delay in making profits in any
business. 11th lord in the lagna promises good hobbies, a life full
of luxuries things, inclination towards fine arts and also
contentment. It also makes her to be attached to vanities, gold,
wealth in old age also. 2nd lord in the 11th is good for investment
in bonds, properties but when it comes to business, the native will
not be knowing the limit; she would spend all the money on
advertisements. As such, this chart is not good for doing any
business either full time or apart time with partnership or
otherwise.
Ability to relax, loss of limbs, bed ridden conditions, imprisonment
and sleep: Kuja happens to be the 12th lord and he is a volatile
planet. He makes the energy more than needed and so the native
will not be able to shake off the tensions. In the bhava chakra kuja
aspects his own 12th house. As such, there will be some tension
but the native will enjoy to relax with that. Some people to escape
the regular boredom or tension of day to day life plan a trip. But
they will not be doing the things at a slow fashion. They will be
tense with the traveling arrangements, instead. Yet, they perfectly
are relaxed, as they enjoy the trips. Due to the aspect of rahu on
the 12th house, thee will be some fear of thieves etc., and she gets
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horrible dreams. 12th sub lord ketu in the 2nd house shows that
she will spend all the investments probably on religious reasons.
12th lord being ketu, the native will have some relaxation and also
the worries she puts into her mind before going to bed will
continue in the sleep also. This is not altogether a bad chart as
kuja aspects his own sign. There are no loss of limbs, deformity
etc., though rahu is in the 8th. The native should keep away from
the law enforcing authorities as it is possible she will be picked up
for mistaken identity.
Comparative ratings of all fields of life:
counted from chandra rasi, the 5th house and
2nd house share the highest rank with 34
points. This is followed by 11th house with 33
points. The 3rd placement is for 3rd, 4th and
12th houses. The last placement is for the 6th
house. The sarvastaka varga chart shows the interaction of
planets in transit against certain point like chandra rasi or lagna.
The 2nd and 5th shows that at any given time, the transit wrt these
two houses are good. The inborn problems discussed in the
analysis regarding children is reduced. The native is always
helped with lot of money. She will be able to purchase properties.
Communication skills, relationship with co-borns, happiness and
relaxation are good. The native has some health problems
(manageable as kuja is also the rasi lord). That means though the
native is supposed to have good health as per the analysis of 6th
house and lagna bhava earlier, due to the adverse position of
planets, she is prone to diseases, service problems and loans. As
the 11th lord badaka is comfortable with 33 points in the 11th
(which also happens to be his own sign), the element of struggled,
obstacles and the like in life have come down.
Suitable gem stones, lucky numbers and lucky colours: In this
chart most beneficial planets are budha and guru, as seen from the
bhava chakra. However, budha happens to be the 8th sub lord
while guru does not own any csupal mid points. Added to this,
budha being the 7th lord also happens to be badaka (trouble
causing planet). Guru owns two kendras viz. lagna and the 4th and
is posited in the 11th. It is said that when a planet owning kendras
is not in any other kendras, it gets Kendradipatya dosha. I do not
subscribe to his view point. In my humble experience,
kendradipatya dosha does not occur and does not have any effect.
As such, guru can be considered as most benefic planet in the
chart. Since guru is not hated by any other planet, the native can
wear yellow sapphire throughout her life and there is no need to
change when the dasa/bhuktis change. The stone can be set in
gold in a ring or in any other form. The weight of the stone should
be between 3-4 carets. It should be noted that the stone should be
opaque in colour. The transparent variety (kanaka pushyaraga)
will not suit the native. The more yellow, the better.
Remedial measures: Chandra is the 8th lord and budha the 8th sub
lord. Rahu is posited in the 8th. The native should recites the
kavachas for budha, chandra and rahu everyday. Chandra dasa
starts on 19.06.2010 and during chandra dasa, shanti for chandra
must be done throughout this dasa. It is also better if the native
recites chandra gayatri mantra during this time. Similarly, during
rahu dasa(), it is bette to conduct shanti for rahu throughout rahu
dasa.
HARIHI OM
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